


Hi, my name’s Jess, and I’m a wordaholic.

 

I love reading, I love writing, and I love the rhythm of words 

when I’m typing them on my computer or reading them out loud 

from one of my favourite books (yes, I’m a word nerd).

 

I love how powerful words are, and how – in the right context 

and with the right intentions – they can literally change the 

world. Pretty cool, right?

 

Over the past six years I’ve made my full-time living from words, 

and I hope to continue doing so for a long time to come. In the past 

I’ve run online writing competitions, founded my own music zine, and worked for a copywriting

agency where I wrote business blogs, articles, brochures, and more.

 

These days, I’m a proofreader, editor, and ghostwriter over at my own business, Coleman Editing

– specialising in writers who want to self-publish – as well as the founder of the Write Together

Academy.

 

During my time at CE I’ve worked on hundreds of novels, non-fiction books, short stories, essays,

articles, and poems. I’ve self-published eight of my own books, and my work has appeared in

various collections and anthologies.

 

I’ve gone on writing retreats both in my home country of England and abroad, including a two-

month writing residency on the stunning Thai island of Koh Samui. When travelling, I’ve also

dragged my travel partners to famous literary locations (and to the houses – and graves – of

famous authors… weird, I know) all over the world.

 

I think it’s fair to say, I’m kind of into writing. Basically, I love working with clients to help them

achieve their writing dreams, and now – with the Write Together Academy – I can help more

people than ever before, passing on my love of words and, hopefully, my love of writing books.

 

As the saying goes, everyone has a book in them, and this is something I truly believe in – so

much so, that I started the Write Together Academy for this very purpose. I also wanted to show

people how they can use writing techniques and exercises to design their own dream life while

also having a lot of fun along the way – I call it the Write Your Life Method.

 

Of course, even if you’re an experienced writer, there are always going to be those silly little

mistakes that keep popping up, time and time again.

 

Having been a copywriter, proofreader, editor, and ghostwriter for several years now, I’ve seen a

lot of common writing mistakes that people make all the time. Over the years, I’ve also noted

several errors that first-time writers (or second or third-time writers) aren’t aware of or that just

keep slipping through the net — and I’d know, as plenty slip through my net all the time.

 

I N T R O D U C T I O N

http://www.writetogetheracademy.com/
https://www.writetogetheracademy.com/writeyourlife


In this guide I’ll be listing these basic mistakes (and how to avoid them) in a simple, clear, easy to

read (and remember) way. I’ll keep it brief, and I’ll get straight to the point, so you can easily

refer back to these points whenever you need them. I won’t be using many complicated

technical terms, either. I didn’t learn about writing this way (I certainly didn’t get taught all the

proper names for things in English class!), and neither do you. So, there’ll be no conjugated

verbs or split infinitives here, don’t worry. Just good writing that follows the rules and flows well.

After all, learning all these terms and rules can suck the fun out of writing, and the English

language is hard enough already! While most of these points apply to fiction writing, a lot of

them are also relevant when it comes to other types of writing, from essays and articles to

autobiographies.

 

One more thing before we start: some of these points might seem obvious. Silly, even.

Ridiculous, perhaps. And yet writers make these mistakes all the time. You might have seen typos

in books before and thought, ‘How did the writer miss that?’ Well, the problem is, we’re all so

close to our own work that we rarely take enough steps back from the page to really see what

we’ve actually written, as opposed to what we know we were meant to have written. Our brains

see what we want to see — what we meant to write. If we accidentally miss an ‘and’ or a ‘the’,

when we read the sentence back, our brains (our all too clever brains) fill them in for us and we

don’t even realise they’re not actually there on the page. 

 

So, even if some of the mistakes I point out seem stupid, just remember that they get made all

the time, in all kinds of publications, by all kinds of writers. It’s often just a case of being aware

that we all make these kinds of mistakes, giving us the chance to look out for them in our own

writing.

 

So, let’s get to it!



P A S T  A N D  P R E S E N T  T E N S E
I’m sure you know the difference between past and present tense, and how different tenses

are used in fiction, but I get a surprising amount of manuscripts to edit where it’s clear the

writer has got a bit confused between the two, and it can be really off-putting. Just to recap,

here’s a super basic example:

 

Past tense: Taylor walked down to the corner store and bought some bread and milk.

She didn’t get any chocolate, as much as she wanted to.

 

Present tense: Taylor walks down to the corner store and buys some bread and milk.

She doesn’t get any chocolate, as much as she wants to.

 

What I often see is a mix between the two, such as: Taylor walked down to the corner

store and buys some bread and milk. She didn’t get any chocolate, as much as she

wants to.

 

It’s just confusing, and it will turn the reader off immediately. 

 

It doesn’t, however, have to be one or the other when you’re writing a book. You can absolutely

change between past and present tense within the same book, though if you do it too often it

can, again, get rather confusing for the reader. Some novels change tense with every chapter,

or depending on the character’s point of view, or depending on whether the current chapter is

happening ‘now’ or in the past. For instance, you can have most of your chapters written in

past tense, but if your character has a dream or a flashback, writing them in the present tense

can help the reader distinguish between what’s really happening and what’s happening in the

character’s head. This can also be done the other way around.

 

You can use both past tense and present tense when writing fiction (or non-fiction), but past

tense is the most common way of writing. If you can’t decide which tense to write in, I’d go

with past tense. It’s a lot easier, especially if you’re used to reading books in the past tense.

 

I can’t tell you how many novels and stories I’ve edited where the tense changes several times

within a chapter, or within a paragraph, or even within the same sentence, simply because the

writer either doesn’t really understand the difference or doesn’t notice they’re going back and

forth between the two. It is so confusing, and it turns the reader off right away. Some writers

don’t even realise they’re doing it, and need it pointing out to them, whereas sometimes we

just do it accidentally, slipping briefly into a different tense as we’re writing. I often find it

depends on what you’re currently reading as well. For instance, if I’m reading a series of books

that are written in the present tense and then I go back to writing my own book, which is in

past tense, my brain can take a while to leave the present tense of the book I’m reading

behind and I can often find myself slipping into the wrong tense as I write.

 

Either way, we need to make sure we keep each chapter (or each scene, if you’re changing

between people or situations within a chapter) the same tense. Often, of course, the tense will

stay the same throughout the whole book, so then it’s just a case of making sure you don’t

accidentally slip into another tense — which is incredibly easy to do.



P O I N T  O F  V I E W
When editing, I often find similar issues concerning point of view (or POV) as I do with mixing

up tenses (past and present). Usually, the author decides on a point of view (most often first or

third, though second is sometimes used) and sticks to it for the whole book. They all have their

pros and cons. 

 

As a very basic recap:

 

First-person point of view: I entered the building and climbed the old, rickety staircase

to the floor above, my footsteps deafening in the silence.

 

Third-person point of view: She entered the building and climbed the old, rickety

staircase to the floor above, her footsteps deafening in the silence.

 

And, although it’s not used much:

 

Second-person point of view: You entered the building and climbed the old, rickety

staircase to the floor above, your footsteps deafening in the silence.

 

I started writing my books in first-person POV, as I think you can really get into a character’s

head that way, knowing exactly what they’re thinking and feeling at the same time they do.

When I tried writing in third-person POV, therefore, it took me a little while to get used to it. Be

aware that a lot of readers don’t like first-person narrative — but for the Young Adult books I

primarily write, it’s a good fit.

 

The issue comes when you move between first- and third-person point of view, or between

different characters’ first-person points of view. This can be done — and often is — but usually

with one character’s POV per chapter, or at least per scene. If you start switching between

different points of view within the same scene (and sometimes within the same paragraph), it

can really, really confuse your reader. Also, if you’re doing a different first-person POV

character for each chapter (or bouncing back and forth between a couple or a few

characters), make sure the voices are distinctive enough for the reader to understand whose

chapter it is. You can, of course, put the character name as the title of the chapter, or

underneath the chapter title, but you still need to make sure each character is unique, with

their own voice and style of speaking, their own way of thinking, and their own individual ways

of doing things.

 

Generally, it’s up to you which point of view you use, though as you can see by the example

above, second-person POV almost always sounds a little odd. It can also be a good exercise

to write the same short story in both a first-person and a third-person narrative, and then see

which one you – and others – prefer. Some people find it natural to write from a first-person

point of view, while others will find a third-person narrative more effective.



R E L Y I N G  O N  T H E  S P E L L
C H E C K E R

A lot of writers finish their work, run a quick spell check on Word (or use other spell checkers on

the internet) and leave it at that.

 

Don’t get me wrong, spell check is a great invention and can really help in picking up typos

and obvious spelling mistakes, but you shouldn’t rely solely on spell checkers (and I’m not just

saying that because I’m an editor!). 

 

As you know, the English language is incredibly complex, with so many words having several

completely different meanings even if they’re spelled similarly or even the same. So, while spell

check thinks it’s helping, sometimes it can be more of a hindrance than anything else. It will

skip over certain words — such as homophones — assuming they’re fine because they’re spelled

correctly, whereas in reality you could have used completely the wrong word for the context of

the sentence. Word will simply go ‘well, that is certainly a word, and it isn’t spelled incorrectly’

and therefore won’t flag it up as it goes through the document. You’re then left with sentences

that make no sense, the meaning having been completely changed because of that one pesky

word you got wrong — which spell check didn’t pick up, despite it trying really hard to help.

Bless it.

 

Just think of compliment vs. complement, past vs. passed, through vs. threw, hear vs. here,

break vs. brake, guessed vs. guest, band vs. banned, lightning vs. lightening, pain vs. pane and

so on. Sometimes Word might realise the wrong word’s been used and flag it up for you, but a

lot of the time it won’t, and you’ll be left with a sentence that doesn’t quite make sense,

especially to eagle-eyed readers.

 

While we’re on the subject, I see lightning and lightening being used incorrectly all the time, as

well as compliment and complement, and past and passed. Some people might genuinely not

know the difference between spellings, but it’s also easy to do when you’re deep in the writing

zone and typing fast. For more wrong words that are commonly used, check out the ‘Wrong

Words’ section of this guide.

 

So, spell checkers can be great, but don’t rely on them to check your work – and remember

that, sometimes, they can have a life of their own. As a quick example, when one of my friends

was at university she wrote a dissertation on ‘Orangutans in Borneo’ and didn’t realise that

Word had changed all instances of ‘orangutan’ to ‘orange’ – she only noticed when she was

sitting across from her supervisor, who was giving her very strange looks as he read about the

plight of Bornean oranges. May us all learn a lesson from that.

 

Microsoft Word has more than a few quirks when it comes to spelling and typos, and

sometimes it will swear blind (if it could, anyway) that a word is wrong, but when you look it up

on Uncle Google (which I do every time I’m not sure of a spelling, or whether a word/two

words includes a hyphen, and so on), it will show you the correct spelling. Just don’t rely too

much on any one piece of software – trust your brain if you know it’s right, and maybe cross-

reference with a few different sources just to make sure. I also have an ongoing group

Facebook chat with my fellow editors, so if I’m stuck or if I can’t remember a particular word or

phrase, I ask them as well as asking Uncle Google. Usually, we all agree.



 

Having said all that, once I’ve finished editing a piece of work – and once I’ve done the second

read-through to catch any last typos or errors – I will run a spell check. Most things I can just

ignore (such as ‘umms’ and ‘ahhs’ and people’s names it doesn’t recognise) but occasionally it

will highlight a typo I missed, or it will question the spelling of a word that I’ll then double-

check. So, use it, but don’t rely on it.

F I N D  A N D  R E P L A C E
Ah, Word’s ‘Find and Replace’ tool – both a blessing and a curse.

 

Find and Replace can be great for many things, such as when you want to check for any pesky

double (or triple, or quadruple) spaces that have crept into your paragraphs, or when you want

to change the name of one of your characters quickly and easily, without having to read the

whole manuscript in order to find each and every instance of that character’s name, but

beware! Sometimes this can land you in hot water.

 

Let’s say, for instance, that you have a character called Tom and want to change his name to

Peter. You go to the Find and Replace tool and you type ‘Tom’ into the find field and ‘Peter’

into the replace field. You click go, Word tells you how many instances it’s corrected, and

everything’s fine and dandy. Or is it?

 

If you haven’t selected ‘match case’ and ‘whole words only’ in the advanced Find and Replace

settings, you could be in for a whole world of trouble – or at least some comedy

misunderstandings. If you haven’t clicked on those specific settings, Word will replace every

instance of ‘Tom’ with ‘Peter’, whether it’s the name Tom or the letters t o and m whenever they

occur right next to each other, even if they’re part of a completely different word. Tomorrow

becomes Peterorrow, Tomato becomes Peterato, Atomic becomes APeteric, Custom becomes

CusPeter, Lobotomy becomes LoboPetery, and so on. Sometimes this can be confusing,

sometimes it can be funny, and sometimes – depending on the word – it can be downright rude

(and also funny). 

 

Some people change a character’s name right at the end of their last draft and don’t check it

before sending it out into the world, trusting that Find and Replace did its job. These are

optimistic people, certainly, but ultimately unwise. I like to think of Find and Replace as a bit of

a joker, who – if given half a chance – will ruin my manuscript, having a good old laugh while

doing so. By all means use this tool, but make sure you select the right advanced settings and

always check your manuscript again afterwards. 

 

Not today, Find and Replace, not today.



P L A G I A R I S M
I’m sure this one seems obvious, but you have to be really careful about plagiarism. You

wouldn’t go to a shop and steal a TV (at least, I hope you wouldn’t), just like you wouldn’t go to

an online article and steal a load of someone else’s writing. Even if you take an article and

keep all the same points but rewrite it slightly into your own words/different words, that’s still

stealing, and it’s not cool. Of course, writers constantly refer to other writers’ works and often

include a sentence or two of theirs to prove a point or to give an example, and that’s fine – as

long as you reference it, giving the exact source of the words you've quoted.

 

So, if you’re referring to something someone else has said or are using a direct quote, make

sure you give it a proper reference. If you’re writing an academic piece, make sure you include

the reference in the text and the full source in the bibliography – and make sure you stick to

your correct style guide (Chicago, etc.). In non-academic writing, the referencing doesn’t have

to be as strict. Just make sure you tell people where you got the words from, and make it clear

they’re not your own.

 

It’s also worth noting that if you’re using an editor or ghostwriter for your work, it can be a

good idea to put their finished writing through an online plagiarism checker, just in case — you

can never be too careful. One I’ve used in the past is Dupli Checker, though Grammarly also

has a plagiarism checker.

 

If you think you can get away with stealing someone’s words, think again. I’ve edited quite a

few stories and pieces of writing where it’s so incredibly obvious that I’m reading the words of

two separate people – the author and whichever writer they’ve stolen from. People have

different styles of writing, different tones and different voices, and inevitably the writer they’ve

stolen from will be better at punctuation, grammar, spelling, and just writing in general –

otherwise, why else would they be stealing their work? It will be ridiculously obvious to most

people reading it, and especially to editors who are paid to notice this kind of stuff.

 

I’ve had to reject editing work before because of plagiarism, and back when I ran writing

competitions, I even had someone try to enter using a pretty famous short story. I knew within

the first sentence that they’d stolen the whole thing and were pretending it was their own work

in order to win, and when I called them on it they didn’t even apologise. Don’t steal! It’s rude. 

 

Fortunately, most of us writers are honest types, but it can even be pretty easy to accidentally

steal from another writer, especially if you’ve been reading their books and have their words in

your head. Songwriters occasionally get accused of stealing from another artist if, for

instance, they were listening to their album when writing their own, which is understandable;

it’s incredibly easy for what we’re listening to and what we’re reading to seep into our own

brains and make us think we came up with certain ideas or phrases ourselves. If I’ve been

binge watching a series or reading a whole series of books, I can definitely feel the tone of the

writing and the dialogue filter through into my own writing, and I have to make sure I’m not

allowing someone or something else to influence me too much.

 

If you’re at all uncertain about something you’ve written, run it through a plagiarism checker,

and double-check to make sure you’ve included all necessary references. If you’ve done that,

you’ll be fine, and the Plagiarism Police will just pass on by.

https://www.duplichecker.com/
https://www.grammarly.com/


N A M E S
Using the names of real people

 

If you’re writing an autobiography — or a novel based on real events and real people — please

make sure you either ask for permission to include the people you’re writing about, or change

their names to something completely different. Preferably both. You don’t want to start any

unnecessary family feuds, and you definitely don’t want to get sued, so tread lightly. It might

even be worth asking a defamation lawyer for advice.

 

I get a lot of clients wanting to write their autobiographies, and some of them don’t believe

they’re writing anything wrong or false about their family members. So, they keep their real

names in, and are then incredibly surprised when one of the people they’ve written about has a

problem with the book. There are always two sides to a story, after all, and even if you think

you haven’t written anything ‘bad’, there’s always a chance that the other person will

remember things differently, or refuse to admit that they said or did something. Even if no legal

action is involved, tensions can run high and family feuds can start – or get dug up again – due

to even the smallest mention in a book. Cover yourself, and use different names (and different

personalities if you want to attempt to hide who you’re talking about, though the real person

will inevitably be able to see right through this).

 

Character names that are too similar

 

Another mistake I see over and over again is having multiple characters in a novel with either

similar or identical names. If it’s a novel – and not based on real people – you can give them

any name you want, so why would you have two Jacks and three Sarahs? I receive manuscripts

like this all the time, and it not only confuses the reader – it confuses the editor too. 

 

So, make sure you give your characters distinctive names. I know that, in real life, it’s quite

common to have a group of friends where two or maybe three people have the same name,

but in novels, it somehow seems unbelievable – and just confusing. If you must have characters

with the same name, give one of them a nickname or refer to them by their surname, and make

sure they have completely different personalities and appearances so the reader knows which

one you’re referring to. It’s the same with similar names — readers might lose track of what’s

going on if you have an Ann, an Anna, and an Amy. The less confused the reader is, the more

likely they’ll want to continue reading the book.

 

You may think this is an easy thing to avoid, but if you have a long, complex novel with

hundreds of primary and secondary characters – not to mention cameo characters who just

pop up in a scene and then leave again – it can be difficult to keep track of them, and before

you know it, you have a waitress called Jennifer, a receptionist called Jennifer, plus a woman in

the park called Jen. Is this the same person? Does she work two jobs to keep on top of bills and

then chill out in the park during her time off? For all the reader knows, that could be exactly

what's happening. Work it, Jennifer!

 

The easiest way to keep track of all the names you’ve given your characters is to, well, keep

track of them. Create a spreadsheet or a Word doc and list all your characters – no matter

how big or small their parts are – so you can then refer back to it whenever you need a name

for a newbie. Problem solved.



G E T T I N G  C O M M O N
P H R A S E S  W R O N G

We all use common phrases, sayings, and proverbs in our writing, including clichéd metaphors

and overused expressions... it’s kind of hard not to. Anyway, I’m not here to say avoid clichés —

I’m here to say check you’re using the right words for those clichés! I’ve edited so many books

and stories where the writer puts in well-known expressions and sayings, but they get just one

or two of the words wrong. At first glance you think the saying is right, and you can certainly

tell what the author is trying to say, but when you go back and read it again, you realise it’s not

quite right. And that’s exactly what you want to avoid — anything that makes the reader stop

and go back to check on something in the text brings them right out of your story and back

into reality and, as authors, we want to ensnare them in our story to the point that they’re so

engrossed in the world we’ve created they don’t want to stop reading, even if it’s 4 a.m. and

they have to get up in three hours.

 

I see this a lot in the manuscripts I edit, and while it’s not the end of the world if you do it once,

if you get two or three wrong in a book, it starts to look like you don’t know what you’re talking

about (or like you’re just making stuff up). If, for instance, you say ‘the early bird kills the worm’,

people will know what you mean, but it will pull them out of the story as they pause to think

what the actual phrase is.

 

As with everything, Uncle Google is your friend here (though other search engines are

available, like Auntie Bing) — just type in what you think the phrase is (or what you can only

remember it as) and it will usually bring up the real saying. Failing that, ask around — at least

one of your friends, co-workers, or family members is bound to know what on earth you’re

talking about. And, if they don’t, you might want to reconsider the phrase you’re trying to use

anyway!

T Y P E W R I T E R  T E C H N I Q U E S

Younger writers probably won’t have these problems, but for older writers, we can sometimes

get confused with the rules of word processing. This goes back to the days of typewriters, and

the rules that were brought over to computers when home computers first became a thing.

 

One of the main culprits is the idea of putting a double space after a full stop. This used to be

a thing on typewriters, as the spacing on them was weird, and it was a way of highlighting a

new sentence. This isn’t needed on computers, and a single space after a full stop is more than

enough – or after any punctuation mark, for that matter. I used to get this a lot from clients

when I first started editing, but it seems to be less common now.

 

 



U S I N G  T R A C K  C H A N G E S  I N
W O R D

Ah, Track Changes. Just like Find and Replace, it can be both a help and a hindrance, a

blessing and a curse, a lover and a fighter. OK, I think I lost it a little on that last one… Anyway,

no matter what flaws it has, for me it’s an essential piece of kit, but after years and years of

battling with it we definitely have a love/hate relationship.

 

This won’t apply to everyone, but as an editor I use Track Changes in Word to, well, keep track

of any changes I make to a manuscript when I’m editing it. If you’re editing your own work you

probably won’t want to use this, unless you want to save your first draft and see what changes

you’re making to your subsequent drafts. You might also use it if you’re asked by a friend to

look over their writing, especially if you’ve agreed to be a beta reader for them. In which case,

these tips might help.

 

When using Track Changes, turn it on but then switch to the ‘No Markup’ view, rather than the

‘All Markup’ view (you’ll find all this under the ‘Review’ tab, though they may be called slightly

different things depending on which version of Word you’re using). In this view your changes

won’t be highlighted as you type, but you will be able to toggle between the two options when

you want to review your changes. You can also choose ‘Original’ and ‘Simple Markup’ from the

same drop-down menu, as well as choosing whether you see formatting changes, comments,

insertions and deletions, and so on.

 

It is incredibly hard to write properly when you’re on the ‘All Markup’ view. This is because all

the changes are tracked in real time, and it can be difficult to see some of the things you’re

doing with the markups in the way. Then, when you finally look at the ‘No Markup’ view, you’ll

find you’ve probably accidentally smushed some words together, repeated words, left extra (or

no) spaces between words and sentences, and so on. It can get real messy real quick. So, just

make sure you work in the ‘No Markup’ mode, and then switch back to the ‘All Markup’ mode

afterwards.

 

If you’ve sent someone your work to look over or edit, and they’ve used Track Changes, just

remember to either accept or reject the changes once you’ve gone through it all (you can do

this with each individual change or as a whole, covering all the changes made in the entire

manuscript). Don’t just stay in the ‘No Markup’ mode and forget about the ‘All Markup’ mode —

if you haven’t accepted or rejected the changes, and you then send it on to someone else (say,

an agent or a publisher, or if you’re trying to upload it to a self-publishing platform), then they

may well see the version with all the markups on — not very professional. I did this on my first

novel when I was new to Track Changes, so I know it’s easily done!

 

Overall, Track Changes is a great tool, as long as you treat it right. With this in mind, it might

be worth watching a quick video tutorial if you’re planning on using it for the first time.



W H E N  T O  S T A R T  N E W
P A R A G R A P H S

Someone new speaks. Don’t have more than one speaker in the same paragraph — your

reader won’t have a clue who’s saying what.

 The story switches to a new setting.

 A new event occurs.

 A new character appears or does something.

 Time moves on, even if it’s just by a few minutes.

 There’s a shift in narration or focus.

Paragraphs are extremely useful, but they can also be extremely confusing. I took a writing

class once where everyone was given the same big block of writing (with the paragraphs taken

out) and we had to put in where we thought a new paragraph should start. We all put totally

different answers, and we all thought we were right.

 

With this in mind, the right time to start new paragraphs can sometimes be a subjective thing,

but there are some rules that should be followed at all times, if at all possible.

 

Basically, follow these basic rules and start a new paragraph whenever:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are other times when you can start new paragraphs, but often your gut will tell you when

it seems natural to start a new one. If you’re not sure, just grab the nearest fiction book and

flick through it; when you’re actively looking for when the paragraphs start and finish, you’ll get

a feel for what to do in your own writing.



D I A L O G U E  T A G S

Whispered

Cried

Shouted

Mumbled

Moaned

Groaned

Screamed

Yelled

Uttered

Noted

Suggested

Commented

Asserted

Admitted

Asked

‘Daniel turned to me and said, “You’re crazy and grammar is boring!”’ Well, apart from Daniel

sounding like a horrible person, this isn’t the only way you can write speech. 

 

For one thing, try and use some more interesting words than ‘said’ — though don’t get rid of

said altogether, as otherwise it can look like you’re trying too hard. Here are just a few ideas: 

 

 

…the list goes on. Terms like ‘she said’ and ‘he suggested’ are called dialogue tags and they’re

used so that the reader can identify who’s talking – and how they’re saying the words.

 

If there are only two people having a conversation, you don’t have to use dialogue tags with

every sentence, as readers will be able to keep track (for a while, at least) of who’s saying

what, especially if the characters have distinctive voices. Any more than two in a conversation

and you’ll definitely need to keep using dialogue tags, and make sure you mix up the names of

the characters with he/she/they to make it less repetitive. 

 

You should be aware that some authors/editors/agents really hate using adverbs with

dialogue tags, such as ‘he said menacingly’, as this is telling rather than showing. Instead, you

could add in what the character is doing, such as: ‘he said as he stared at her, eyes unmoving,

his hand resting lightly on the gun.’ We understand that this feels menacing, without the author

having to spell it out. Of course, ‘show, don’t tell’ is a good thing to keep in mind when writing

fiction in general.

 

Also remember that sometimes you don’t need to use dialogue tags at all when identifying the

speaker. Instead, you can use the character’s name during an action in between two bits of

speech. For instance: ‘“I’m here.” Donna placed her keys on the counter. “Where are you?”’

 

Get creative with your dialogue and dialogue tags, but remember to keep some things simple.

If everyone’s constantly yelling angrily or questioning dubiously it can all become a bit too

much.



I S S U E S  W I T H  D I A L O G U E
Another thing I come across on a regular basis is issues with the dialogue itself. Some people

can write the most beautiful prose or the most delightful narration, and then — for whatever

reason — when it comes to dialogue, it all goes out the window. I find this pretty weird,

considering that the vast majority of us use speech on a daily basis. Anyway, here are a few

things to look out for:

 

A lot of people write their dialogue in a far too formal way, making the speech seem wooden

and stilted. When this happens, readers can have such a hard time getting through the speech

— as it seems so unbelievable to their ears — that it interrupts the narrative flow. One easy way

of making sure this doesn’t happen is to look at your contractions. Unless your character is, of

course, a formal, old-fashioned, upper-class gentleman or woman who’s meant to be talking

like they’ve got some kind of pole shoved up a place where the sun doesn’t shine, using

contractions can help the dialogue seem more natural. For instance, use ‘you’re’ instead of

‘you are’, ‘it’s’ instead of ‘it is’, ‘let’s’ instead of ‘let us’, ‘we’ll’ instead of ‘we shall’, and so on. It

just gives it a more natural, casual feel to it.

 

You should always keep in mind who is talking, as different characters may have different

accents, different slang that they use, different reference points, and so on. An elderly

gentleman who’s been brought up in a rich, strict household will speak differently, say, than a

teenager who lives on a council estate in a city, or a middle-aged woman who lives out in the

countryside. Give them their own individual, recognisable voices and styles of speaking.

 

The time and location your story’s set in will also determine what kind of dialogue you need to

use. A modern tale set in New York City is going to have vastly different dialogue to a period

drama set in the British Edwardian era.

 

It can help to read your dialogue out loud, to see how it sounds as actual speech. If you find

it’s too stiff and stilted to your own ears, you’ll know your readers are going to feel the same

way. It can also help to record yourself saying the dialogue and then play it back to yourself, or

read it out loud to a friend to see what they think.

 

Generally, if you’re dealing with normal characters just like yourself, take a moment to think

about how you and your friends talk to each other. Do you say, ‘Hello, how are you doing

today? I’m very well thank you, and the weather is absolutely perfect today, isn’t it?’ or do you

say, ‘Hey, how’s it going? I’m alright… I’m glad the weather’s picked up’? Decide what tone and

style is right for each individual character, and stick to that consistently.



U K / U S  S P E L L I N G
This is another issue I see all the time: people mixing up UK and US spellings in the same book.

It’s not that big of a problem these days (especially when you’re self-publishing), and as long

as you stick with either one or the other, keeping it consistent, some readers might not even

notice. It’s when you start mixing the two (usually accidentally, and often because some Brits

have become so Americanised – myself included – that we don’t even notice we’re doing it)

that things start looking wrong. Of course, it could also be that some people don’t know the

differences when it comes to certain words. This also relates to other countries, of course, but

as a British writer and editor it’s usually UK vs. US that I see in the manuscripts I get sent.

Fortunately, I went to university for a year in Colorado and had to write in US English for all my

papers and exams, so I got to know the differences pretty well. (It also took me months and

months upon my return to England to get back to writing the date the right way around).

 

It can be difficult to even know what words you’re meant to be looking out for, especially if

you’re used to reading books by both British and American authors, so here are a few of the

major ones. Generally, us British writers like using the letter s whereas our American cousins

prefer z. Us Brits also seem to like the letter u a lot more than people in the US, and we love

bunging an extra a in some words to make them even more difficult to spell than they really

need to be. We also have a thing with changing c and s around in words, and either adding or

taking away an extra l. We also prefer re on the ends of words instead of er, and we often

change i and y. There are, of course, exceptions to some of these – just to really confuse you –

but, as ever, if you’re not sure, Uncle Google should be able to help you out here.

 

UK / US

 

Organise / Organize

Specialise / Specialize

Emphasise / Emphasize

Apologise / Apologize

Realise / Realize

Cosy / Cozy

Tyre / Tire

Grey / Gray

Litre / Liter

Metre / Meter

Centre / Center

Colour / Color

Behaviour / Behavior

Honour / Honor

Humour / Humor

Favourite /Favorite

Flavour / Flavor

Neighbour / Neighbor

Defence / Defense

Paediatric / Pediatric

Fulfil / Fulfill

Aluminium / Aluminum

 



Obviously, there are way more — those are just a few examples.

 

The same could be said for the kinds of words we use in books, although this doesn’t matter as

much these days (especially as the UK and the US share so many TV shows, movies, and books

to the point that we start assimilating each other’s words and use of language). However, if

you’re a British author writing a book set in Britain with British characters, it can sometimes be

a little jarring for the reader if you start using typical American words, such as parking lot

instead of car park, sidewalk instead of pavement, trash instead of rubbish, flashlight instead

of torch, faucet instead of tap, drugstore instead of pharmacy… you get the idea. Again, this

isn’t a huge deal, but if you start mixing American and British terms, it can make the reader

stop and think, pulling them out of the story — which is the last thing you want to do. And, just

as an extra note, Australian English is almost another language entirely. Bottle shop instead of

off-licence (or liquor store in America), lollies instead of sweets (or candy in America), not to

mention phrases such as fair dinkum, drongo, dag, chippy (not a chip shop), sangas, tinnies,

trackie dacks, bogans, and thongs (not underwear). These are great words, but they might

seem out of place in a British or American-based story. Whatever you do, make sure you’re

using words your target market will understand, and stick to whatever kind of English you speak

and write yourself – unless you’re setting your story in another country.

U S I N G  H Y P H E N S

This one gets a lot of people, me included, and I’m going to try and explain it without using all

the scary, highly unhelpful English grammar terms that just go straight over my head

(compound adjective what?).  

 

Some terms require hyphens, whereas other terms – that you’d think would be exactly the same

– do not. Basically, what I’m talking about here are things like this sentence: ‘The well-dressed

man was well dressed.’ Of course, you’d never use such a silly sentence, but note that a

hyphen is used when putting the term before a noun (in this case, ‘man’) but not after the noun.

Some style guides disagree with this, however, so my advice is don't lose too much sleep over

this kind of thing.

 

Another time I see hyphens get misused are when talking about a person’s age. These

sentences are correct: ‘That boy is six years old, but I have a five-year-old boy’ (I don’t, just for

the record). ‘The four-year-old girl is friends with a girl who is five years old.’ Again, look at

where the noun comes.

 

There are also many, many rules about how to use hyphens in general, plus en-dashes, em-

dashes, and probably eminem-dashes for all I know, but that’s another (highly annoying and

quite possibly boring) topic for another time. There are, however, loads of great grammar sites

out there that can help you if you have specific grammar questions… just head on over to

Uncle Google and I’m sure he’ll sort you out. I’ve also mentioned a few in the resources section

of this guide.



T R A D E M A R K S  A N D  B R A N D S

Hoover

Tannoy

Sellotape

Jet Ski

Frisbee

Thermos

Velcro

Jacuzzi

Zimmer Frame

Taser

Muzak

If you’re going to be using names of real locations, trademarks, brands, and real people, do

make sure you check Uncle Google to get the spelling right — and remember that names,

places, and brands will more often than not require capital letters. People sometimes forget

this when it comes to brands and trademarks, and they often spell place names wrong,

especially when they’re in different countries. All it takes is a quick check if you’re unsure.

 

Here are some brand names that you might not realise are actually brand names, possibly

because the name itself has entered our vocabulary as referring to the type of product, not the

trademark:

 

 

If you’re referring to the actual brand name product, capitalise it. If you’re referring to a

generic item that isn’t from that particular brand, you might be able to get away without

capitalising the word. Honestly, if you’re writing fiction, my guess is that most of your readers

won’t care – but it’s always good to be aware of these things.

N U M B E R S
This is a quick rule that may or may not be going out of fashion, especially when it comes to

self-publishing, but if you’re talking about a number smaller than 10, type it out as a word. If it’s

10 or above, use the actual numbers (though some people say ten should be spelled out as

well, just to add to the confusion!).

 

It’s also considered bad form to start a sentence with a numeral, so while it’s fine to say ‘One

time, at band camp...’ it’s not OK to start with, ‘10 years ago, at band camp...’ When this

happens, you need to switch the sentence around so you don’t have to start with the numeral.

For instance, ‘At band camp, 10 years ago...’

 

There are many other rules surrounding numbers, but those are the main ones to look out for.



W R O N G  W O R D S

It’s = it is or it has. This is a contraction (only a slightly complicated sciency word

there, but I’m sorry for using it anyway). That’s all it ever means. It is. It has.

Its = basically, whenever you’re not saying ‘it is’, it will be its, which isn't used to

show possession. Examples:

‘The bear roared, its mouth filling with long, stringy saliva.’ Note: if the bear had a

name, like Nigel, it would be ‘Nigel’s mouth’. Showing possession using an

apostrophe isn’t done when the word is ‘it’.

‘It’s been a good day, hasn’t it?’

‘It’s going to be a long day, especially with work and its crazy long hours.’

Sometimes, even seasoned writers get the wrong words. They can’t think of the word or phrase

they mean, they make typos because they’re typing too fast and don’t notice them on

subsequent read-throughs, or perhaps they don’t even realise they’re writing the wrong thing. It

happens to all of us, and over the years I’ve come across several words that people get wrong

on a regular basis. Here are just a few of them.

 

Then / than

 

This is another one of those mistakes that might seem silly or ridiculous, but whether it’s a typo,

an overlooked word, or a genuine misunderstanding, I see this a lot — such as, 'It’s hotter then

hell out there!' It’s always worth double-checking, as these are the kinds of words our brains

will happily skip over when we’re proofreading.

 

It’s / its

 

This one’s a biggie — I see it all the time. Sometimes it’s just a mistake or a typo here and there,

but sometimes an author uses the wrong one every single time, as if they’re aware there’s a

rule but they somehow have it backwards in their heads. I also think people have a hard time

with it because they get it mixed up with the rule for apostrophes showing possession. E.g.

Jennifer’s hairbrush means a hairbrush belonging to Jennifer, not ‘Jennifer is hairbrush’ (which

would, I’m sure you’ll agree, be a little weird). Whereas it’s means ‘it is’, not something

belonging to it. Confusing.

 

So, basically: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I’m sorry if this sounds like I’m teaching grandmother to suck eggs here (and what a horrible

expression that is, I’ve always thought), but it’s so easy to make these mistakes. I still do it after

years and years of writing.

 



They’re = they are. The apostrophe means it’s a contraction, and it is being used in

place of a letter — in this case, the letter ‘a’. E.g. ‘They’re at the door’ / ‘They are at

the door.’

Their = this is possessive, the equivalent of ‘her’ or ‘his’, usually when referring to

more than one person. E.g. ‘Their car’s here.’

There = a place or position. ‘They’re over there, by the fireplace, with their dog.’

Your = possession. ‘The car is yours.’

You’re = contraction of ‘you are’. ‘You’re beautiful.’

‘Don’t tell me you’re going to wear your old black dress to the dance…’

Women / woman and men / man

 

I’m not sure why, but I see this all the time, especially in novels. I suppose your brain just goes

into automatic mode sometimes when you’re typing and you end up typing the wrong one.

Obviously woman is singular and women is plural (as is man and men), which I’m sure you know,

but it’s worth looking out for/checking over your manuscript if you use these words a lot. I’d

actually say it’s one of the main mistakes I see in fiction writing!

 

They’re / their / there

 

This is another one where it seems obvious to most, and yet, if we’re not concentrating, it’s

incredibly easy to write down the wrong word and not even notice.

 

 

 

 

Who’s / Whose 

 

This is another one that can often sneak its way into our writing. Who’s means ‘who is’ or ‘who

has’, whereas whose is the possessive form, used when talking about something belonging to

someone, such as, ‘Whose shoes are these?’ or ‘Henry, whose round it was, pretended he had

no money.’

 

You’re / your

 

I see this a lot too, and I’m sure you know the difference, but just to go over them:

 

 

 

 

I always think of Ross from Friends here, when he has yet another fight with Rachel and starts

criticising the writing in the letter she gave him (18 pages, front and back!) . 'By the way… Y-O-

U APOSTROPHE R-E means you are! Y-O-U-R means your!' Just remember, overly pedantic

people may find themselves on a break if they yell this at their spouse.

 

 



Affect / Effect

Accept / Except

Advice / Advise

Adopted / Adoptive

Aid / Aide

Aisle / Isle

Allusion / Illusion

Aloud / Allowed

Altar / Alter

Band / Banned

Baited breath instead of bated breath

Bear / Bare

Bizarre / Bazaar

Bought / Brought

Brake / Break

Brain / Brian

Breath / Breathe

Canon / Cannon

Chock instead of choke

Choose / Chose

Compliment / complement

Copywrite / Copyright

Dairy / Diary

Definitely / Defiantly

Decent / Descent

Desert / Dessert

Discreet / Discrete

Dual / Duel

Ensure / Insure

Everyone / Every one

Everyday / Every day

Feint / Faint

Foreword / Forward

Hanged / Hung

Hear / Here

Guessed / Guest

Lightning / Lightening

Loose / Lose

Manufacture / Manufacturer

Moral / Morale

Quite / Quiet

Pain / Pane

Palate / Pallet

Passed / Past

Other Wrong Words

 

I’m not going to explain all of these words, as I’m sure you can look up any you’re not sure of,

but I’ve seen all of these mistakes over the years:

 

 



Patience / Patients

Peace / Piece

Peak / Pique

Principle / Principal

Peel / Peal

Pore / Pour

Pray / Prey

Programme / Program

Rational / Rationale

Reign / Rein

Roll / Role

Root / Route

Sacred / Scared

Saw / Seen

Sheer / Shear

Shinny instead of shiny

Shinning instead of shining

Sole / Soul

Stationery / Stationary

Sweet / Sweat

Though / Through

Through / Threw

To / Too

Unchartered / Uncharted

Vain / Vein

Wander / Wonder

 

As ever, if you’re not sure, ask someone or do an internet search.



I’ll never understand why people will pay someone to proofread or edit their entire full-length

book, and then completely forget to do the same for their blurb (or their synopsis or Amazon

description, and so on). When potential readers are considering buying a book in a real brick-

and-mortar store, the blurb is one of the main things they’ll look at before deciding to part with

their hard-earned cash (obviously, the book cover is the main thing, despite the well-known

advice about not judging them). 

 

So, if that book blurb is poorly written, has typos or spelling mistakes, or just isn’t very good in

general, that nice potential reader is going to put that book straight back down on the shelf.

After all, if the author can’t even write a good blurb, how on earth are they going to write a

good book? (Or so the potential reader will think). The same goes for the book description or

any other sales copy — if the description’s poorly written, the potential reader’s mouse is going

to go nowhere near that ‘add to basket’ button.

 

So, do yourself a favour and get absolutely every piece of copy to do with your book proofread

before you use it. And, if you hate writing blurbs and synopses (most writers do), get someone

else to do it. Don’t just make them an afterthought, and while you’re at it, make sure they’re

exciting and intriguing enough to grab the reader’s attention without giving away any of the

main plot points. Hook that reader and then reel them in, like some kind of literary fish. Yeah,

I’m not sure where I’m going with this fish thing either…

P R O O F R E A D  Y O U R  B L U R B



N O T  W R I T I N G  O F T E N
E N O U G H

I’m definitely guilty of this one. If you don’t find time to write regularly, then the quality of your

writing can quickly start to decline. This is especially true if you’re writing a novel (more so if it’s

a series) and need to keep track of several characters, storylines, and subplots without

forgetting anything important. The longer you leave it between sessions, the longer it can take

to get back into the flow of things, and the more likely you are to forget where you were, what

you were writing, and what you were meant to be writing next. I once left my Young Adult

series for so long that when I went back to it I’d forgotten most of the characters’ names – now

that’s when you know you need to write more regularly.

 

Ideally, writing a little every day is the best way to keep on top of things, but if that’s not

possible, at least try to write something every week — even if it’s not on your current work in

progress. The longer you leave it between writing sessions, the harder you’ll find it to get back

into the writing zone.

 

What I recommend is just writing about anything. A good way to do this is to write about

what’s been happening in your life. You won’t have to think of things to write about because

you’ll literally just be writing down what’s happened to you recently — or things from your past

if you want to do it that way — and often just the act of putting your fingers on the keyboard

(or your pen to the paper) can help get you in the writing zone. 

 

If you don’t have a current work in progress but want to keep those writing juices flowing,

writing down what’s happening in your life can really help — and not just with your writing skills,

but also with how you view your life. Writing down what’s happened to you (specifically in the

third person) can be a great therapeutic exercise, especially if there’s something you’re not

happy with in your life that you want to solve or overcome. I actually wrote a whole book

based on this idea – Write Your Life: The Ultimate Life Hack For Achieving Your Dreams.

 

Basically, just keep writing as much as you can. After all, it’s just like any other muscle — use it

or lose it.

https://www.writetogetheracademy.com/writeyourlifebook


C A P I T A L I S I N G  W O R D S
Capitalisation can be a hard thing to get your head around. Some things are obvious: you

capitalise names (people and places) and you capitalise words at the start of a sentence (at

least I hope that one was obvious). You capitalise brand names and trademarks (unless their

name specifically doesn’t start with a capital letter, such as eBay or iPad). You capitalise

names of films, books, newspapers, and magazines. You capitalise holidays, such as Christmas

and Easter and Valentine’s Day. You capitalise days of the week and months of the year. 

 

You do not capitalise seasons. You do not capitalise school subjects unless they’re languages,

such as English or Spanish. You do not capitalise job titles unless it’s being written in a formal

document or if it comes directly before a name (e.g. his name is Doctor Jellyfish and he is a

doctor). On that note, you do capitalise titles such as ‘Mum’ and ‘Dad’ if you’re talking to them

directly as that name. E.g. ‘Hi Dad, Mum’s over there, if you’ve lost her again.’ If you’re just

saying, ‘That’s my dad over there, he’s lost my mum like usual,’ then you do not capitalise mum

and dad. Same with Aunt/my aunt, Grandmother/my grandmother, and so on.

 

You can also capitalise words or phrases to give them emphasis or respect, or perhaps to

ironically refer to something. For instance, in a novel you could write, ‘Jimmy had ten minutes

left until his exam, and now he had The Fear’ or ‘Eliza looked down at the ground. She knew

she had done A Very Bad Thing’. This one’s all about the style of the book and the voice of the

author, and it can be interesting to play about with capitalisation in this way (at least, I think

it’s interesting).



T O  O X F O R D  O R  N O T  T O
O X F O R D

This isn’t a ‘mistake’ per se, but it is something I think needs flagging up. Oxford commas are

controversial, but I love them. I love commas in general. I’m a big comma fan. It’s up to you, of

course, whether you embrace the Oxford comma or turn your back on it and head over to the

dark side, but there are definitely some instances when I think we can all agree that the

Oxford comma helps rather than hinders a sentence. 

 

For instance, let’s see how the Oxford comma changes the following book dedication:

 

Without the Oxford comma: ‘To my parents, Jon Snow and Mr Blobby.’

 

With the Oxford comma: ‘To my parents, Jon Snow, and Mr Blobby.’

 

Unless you actually did somehow come into this world due to the joyous union of a Game of

Thrones character and a terrifying giant pink creature with crazy eyes, the first sentence is

incorrect. Of course, there’s also the issue of why anyone would dedicate a book to these

people in the first place… but different strokes for different folks and all that.

 

Personally, I always use the Oxford comma, but you can take it sentence by sentence and

decide if you think it needs one or not. And, if you get stuck, just think of the above example.



A F T E R  W R I T I N G  Y O U R
D R A F T

Give your writing time to breathe

 

You’ve probably heard this before, but it’s good advice. Once you’ve finished a draft of your

book (or whatever you’re writing), put it to the side and leave it for a bit. Even if it’s just for a

day (though a few days or even weeks is better), focus on other things while leaving it to

‘simmer’. After your break — and after you’ve had a little distance from it — when you come

back to it you’ll probably notice things you didn’t notice before, and you might be able to look

at plots and characters from a different point of view. It may be hard to leave it be when you

really want to get something finished, but it’s always worth it.

 

Read your draft in different ways

 

Along the same lines, I always recommend reading your book using as many different mediums

and devices as possible. For instance, you might have written it in Word or Scrivener, and

therefore will have been reading it on your computer/laptop screen. That’s fine, but I also

recommend printing it out and reading it on paper too – not only will you be able to make

notes a lot more easily, but there’s just something different about reading it on paper… and it

won’t hurt your eyes as much. If I want to get away from my laptop screen but still want to be

able to carry it around easily, I’ll open it up on my iPad. I tend to read a lot on my Kindle

Paperwhite ereader too, so I’ll also send a copy to my Kindle to read it on yet another device.

 

You can do this by generating a .mobi file in Scrivener or Vellum (or similar software – I have a

MacBook so these programs are great) and emailing it to your personal Kindle email address. If

you don’t know what this is, log in to your Amazon account and go to the section concerning

your devices. It should tell you what your address is. Then, simply sync your Kindle and it will

download right to it, giving you the opportunity to read your draft just as you’d read any other

book. As above, I would ideally leave some time between reading it on each different device

or medium, giving your brain a break so you can come back to it with fresh eyes.



E D I T I N G
Get a second or third pair of eyes

 

I’m not just saying this because I’m a proofreader and editor (honest), but getting a second

(and third, and fourth, if possible) pair of eyes to look over your writing is one of the best things

you can do for your book. 

 

There are many different ways of going about this. Ask friends or family members to read your

book, hire a proofreader or editor from an editing company, set up a group of beta readers or

an ARC (Advance Reader Copy or Advance Review Copy) team, or source freelancers on

platforms such as Fiverr and Upwork. Just be aware that friends and family members may

simply tell you ‘it’s good’ because they won’t want to put you off by criticising anything. Plus, if

they have no experience with editing or aren’t big readers, they’re likely to miss errors and

typos.

 

Professionals will be more likely to point out any typos or errors (like when your brain ‘sees’ the

words it knows are meant to be there, even when they’re not), tell you when things don’t make

sense, and point out any plot holes, wooden dialogue, issues with tenses and point of view,

and so on. You can ask for a copyedit, a proofread, a critique… whatever fits your budget

best.

https://www.fiverr.com/
http://upwork.com/


R E A D ,  R E A D ,  R E A D
Whatever you do, read, read, read. I’m guessing you do this anyway if you’re interested in

writing, but a writer can do nothing better (in order to continue learning about words and

honing their craft) than reading a lot — and reading widely.

 

Yes, it’s important to read the genres and the kinds of books you want to write yourself, but it’s

just as important to branch out and read other genres, including the types of books you’d never

normally voluntarily pick up in a book shop or click on while browsing online. I joined a book

club for this very reason (as well as to get out the house and meet new people), as the books

that are chosen aren’t usually the kind of thing I’d normally read, but I still enjoy them, and I still

learn something from each and every one of them.

 

If you’re used to just reading fiction, I highly recommend reading some non-fiction once in a

while too. I often read novels to relax, so non-fiction never used to be that high on my ‘to be

read’ pile, but now, I can’t get enough of them. I read autobiographies of people who inspire

me, I read books about writing, I read books about business and entrepreneurship, and I read

books about self-development — all of which have helped me greatly with starting up new

business ventures and writing my own books. 

 

So, think about joining a book club (either in person or online — I found my local book club

through the Meetup website), broaden your horizons when it comes to the types of books you

buy, and most of all: read, read, read!

https://www.meetup.com/


P R O O F R E A D I N G  E X E R C I S E
Here's an excerpt from my recent book, Write Your Life: The Ultimate Life Hack for Achieving

Your Dreams. I've deliberately added twenty 'mistakes' to the passage – can you locate them

all? Find the answers in the next section.

 

Do you want change your life? Change your path? Change your story? What if I told you that,

at any time and for any reason, you could sit down and completely rewrite your story? Would

you do it?

 

We are the authors of our own lifes, but many of us never even pick up the pen; we just let life

happen to us without ever deciding what we really, truly want – and without putting a plan into

action so we can accomplish our goals and achieve our wildest dreams. Instead we just go

with the flow, letting other people write our stories for us. We let them dictate our purpose in

life, telling us what we should and shouldn’t be doing. Well, it doesn’t have to be that way. Life

is what you make it. Life is what you write it to be. And you can right whatever you want. 

 

We have just one incredibly short life on this earth, but many of us never find our purpose, the

reason we were put here on this planet. Well, what if I told you that you’re ‘reason’ for being

here – your ultimate purpose – isn’t some ethereal thing blowing in the wind that we’re never

quite able to catch, but is actually something you choose and create for yourself? We may not

know the big purpose behind the existence of humankind, but we can certainly figure out our

own individual purposes, and perhaps that’s enough.   Perhaps that’s everything.

 

Do you wake up every morning less than enthused about getting up and starting your day? Do

you wish there was something more? Something else? Something better? Surely there must be

more to life than toiling away at a job you hate for 40 or 50 years until you retire? Surely there

must be more than living paycheque to paycheque, always worrying about mtwoy or security?

Surely this constant battle is not the point of life – this ‘meaning’ we’re all meant to be

searching for? Surely that’s not our ‘purpose’? Putting it bluntly, what would be the point of

that? I’m sure that whoever or whatever created this wonderful, beautiful, magnificent planet

didn’t have this hideous stressful struggle in mind for the people who live here. Why create this

amazing world only to fill it with miserable, unfulfilled human beans just trying to make it

through the day?

 

If you feel this way, you’re not alone. It’s how many people feel all around the world, and its

how I felt up until around 2014, which was when I started making a series of life-changing

decisions that led me to this point, right now, when I’m writing the introduction to a book I

believe can help hundreds of thousands of people change the way they think, transform the

way they look at their lives, and help them achieve the dreams they’ve been ‘chasing’ for years.

That’s my purpose, my meaning, and I got here not by coincidence or by or by some kind of

miracle, but through endless hours of research, studying, and working to change my

perspective on my past, my present, and – most importantly – my future. Its taken me years and

years to get here and to gain clarity on what I really want, but with the help of this book you

can get there far sooner – and with the Write Your Life Method, you’ll even have fun along the

way. You just need to be willing to think outside the box, take a step or two outside your

comfort zone, and do the specific writing exercises and action steps I’ve laid out in the

following chapters. 

 

https://www.writetogetheracademy.com/writeyourlifebook


It may seem a little weird and even a little crazy at first, but “what’s the point in life if we don’t

get a little weird and crazy every now and then?” Our life is our own to live, but even more

importantly, it’s our own to design. And I’m not going to design mine to be mundane,

predictable, and uninteresting – who would? – Im going to design mine to be as amazing as I

can make it. What’s the point in aiming for anything less? Some people might say it’s too hard

or too difficult, and yes, that’s true – stepping outside your comfort zone and working towards

your dreams is hard. But so is spending your entire life slogging away for a few pennies here

and there and hating the existence you’ve created for yourself. Chose your hard. I know which

one I prefer.

 

Personally, I know exactly what it’s like to wake up every Morning dreading the day ahead.

After all, I used to be stuck in a dead-end job… or, more accurately, a long string of dead-end

jobs. I tried many different occupations over the years – canal boat cleaner, chambermaid, call

centre operative, data entry clerk, administrator, administrative assistant, shop assistant,

cinema worker, cinema team manager, and more – before I realised I needed to make a more

radical change in my life. I was working minimum wage jobs because I didn’t think I deserved

to earn any more. I didn’t think someone like me – a quite, reserved introvert who found it

difficult to speak up in pretty much any situation – could ever do more with my life than work

long, crappy hours for someone else, doing menial or basic tasks. So I didn’t even try to do

anything else.

 

These limiting beliefs held me back for years, but eventually I reachedbreaking point. I’d had

enough. I didn’t want to do it anymore – I couldn’t do it anymore. I needed to take action, and

not just in the form of applying for yet another low-paid job that had nothing to do with my

interests or dreams. Instead of looking for meaning and purpose in a ready-made role, I

needed to create that role for myself, create my purpose for myself. It was going to take guts,

but even though I was terrified, I knew I had to do it. I didn’t have any other option. Life is so

ridiculously short and I didn’t want to spend the few years I had on this earth hating my job or

waking up every day filled with a deep foreboding feeling. That doesn’t help me, and it

certainly doesn’t allow me to help anyone else. I knew that if I was to have any chance of living

an exciting, fulfilling life, I had to push myself right out of my little comfy zone and out into the

strange and wonderful land of uncertainty, instability, and pure, unadulterated, wonderful fear.

So thats exactly what I did. 

 

It took a while to get things right and for everything to click, but now I get up excited for the

day ahead, knowing that I don’t have to suffer threw a long commute to get to work, knowing

that I don’t have a boss to please or endless pointless meetings to attend, and knowing that I

get to write my life the way I want to write it… every single day. I used to dream of working for

myself, and now I get to live that dream. But it’s better than that – better than I could possibly

have ever imagined – as now I also get to help others acheive their dreams, whether that

dream is writing their first ever book or changing their life through writing. That is my purpose,

the meaning I’d been searching for. And I created it myself.

 

On the next two pages I've put the excerpt again, this time with the twenty mistakes

added in and highlighted in pink. Check how many you got right!



E X E R C I S E  A N S W E R S
Do you want ('to' missing) change your life? Change your path? Change your story? What if I

told you that, at any time and for any reason, you could sit down and completely rewrite your

story? Would you do it?

 

We are the authors of our own lifes (should be lives), but many of us never even pick up the

pen; we just let life happen to us without ever deciding what we really, truly want – and

without putting a plan into action so we can accomplish our goals and achieve our wildest

dreams. Instead we just go with the flow, letting other people write our stories for us. We let

them dictate our purpose in life, telling us what we should and shouldn’t be doing. Well, it

doesn’t have to be that way. Life is what you make it. Life is what you write it to be. And you

can right (should be write) whatever you want. 

 

We have just one incredibly short life on this earth, but many of us never find our purpose, the

reason we were put here on this planet. Well, what if I told you that you’re (should be your)

‘reason’ for being here – your ultimate purpose – isn’t some ethereal thing blowing in the wind

that we’re never quite able to catch, but is actually something you choose and create for

yourself? We may not know the big purpose behind the existence of humankind, but we can

certainly figure out our own individual purposes, and perhaps that’s enough.   (Too many

spaces here!) Perhaps that’s everything.

 

Do you wake up every morning less than enthused about getting up and starting your day? Do

you wish there was something more? Something else? Something better? Surely there must be

more to life than toiling away at a job you hate for 40 or 50 years until you retire? Surely there

must be more than living paycheque to paycheque, always worrying about mtwoy (Find and

Replace strikes again! 'One' has been changed to 'two') or security? Surely this constant

battle is not the point of life – this ‘meaning’ we’re all meant to be searching for? Surely that’s

not our ‘purpose’? Putting it bluntly, what would be the point of that? I’m sure that whoever or

whatever created this wonderful, beautiful, magnificent planet didn’t have this hideous

stressful struggle in mind for the people who live here. Why create this amazing world only to

fill it with miserable, unfulfilled human beans (should be beings!) just trying to make it

through the day?

 

If you feel this way, you’re not alone. It’s how many people feel all around the world, and its

(should be it's = it is) how I felt up until around 2014, which was when I started making a series

of life-changing decisions that led me to this point, right now, when I’m writing the introduction

to a book I believe can help hundreds of thousands of people change the way they think,

transform the way they look at their lives, and help them achieve the dreams they’ve been

‘chasing’ for years. That’s my purpose, my meaning, and I got here not by coincidence or by or

by  (repeated words) some kind of miracle, but through endless hours of research, studying,

and working to change my perspective on my past, my present, and – most importantly – my

future. Its (should be it's = it has) taken me years and years to get here and to gain clarity on

what I really want, but with the help of this book you can get there far sooner – and with the

Write Your Life Method, you’ll even have fun along the way. You just need to be willing to think

outside the box, take a step or two outside your comfort zone, and do the specific writing

exercises and action steps I’ve laid out in the following chapters. 

 



It may seem a little weird and even a little crazy at first, but “what’s the point in life if we

don’t get a little weird and crazy every now and then?” (There are speech marks here,

implying the words are someone else's, but there's no reference/citation.) Our life is our

own to live, but even more importantly, it’s our own to design. And I’m not going to design mine

to be mundane, predictable, and uninteresting – who would? – Im (should be I’m) going to

design mine to be as amazing as I can make it. What’s the point in aiming for anything less?

Some people might say it’s too hard or too difficult, and yes, that’s true – stepping outside your

comfort zone and working towards your dreams is hard. But so is spending your entire life

slogging away for a few pennies here and there and hating the existence you’ve created for

yourself. Chose (should be choose) your hard. I know which one I prefer.

 

Personally, I know exactly what it’s like to wake up every Morning (morning shouldn't be

capitalised) dreading the day ahead. After all, I used to be stuck in a dead-end job… or, more

accurately, a long string of dead-end jobs. I tried many different occupations over the years –

canal boat cleaner, chambermaid, call centre operative, data entry clerk, administrator,

administrative assistant, shop assistant, cinema worker, cinema team manager, and more –

before I realised I needed to make a more radical change in my life. I was working minimum

wage jobs because I didn’t think I deserved to earn any more. I didn’t think someone like me – a

quite (should be quiet – though quite would work in this sentence if it weren't for the

comma after it), reserved introvert who found it difficult to speak up in pretty much any

situation – could ever do more with my life than work long, crappy hours for someone else,

doing menial or basic tasks. So I didn’t even try to do anything else.

 

These limiting beliefs held me back for years, but eventually I reachedbreaking (two words

smushed together, possibly from Track Changes being in the wrong markup view) point.

I’d had enough. I didn’t want to do it anymore – I couldn’t do it anymore. I needed to take

action, and not just in the form of applying for yet another low-paid job that had nothing to do

with my interests or dreams. Instead of looking for meaning and purpose in a ready-made role,

I needed to create that role for myself, create my purpose for myself. It was going to take guts,

but even though I was terrified, I knew I had to do it. I didn’t have any other option. Life is so

ridiculously short and I didn’t want to spend the few years I had on this earth hating my job or

waking up every day filled with a deep foreboding feeling. That doesn’t help me, and it

certainly doesn’t allow me to help anyone else. I knew that if I was to have any chance of living

an exciting, fulfilling life, I had to push myself right out of my little comfy zone (wrong term –

should be comfort zone) and out into the strange and wonderful land of uncertainty,

instability, and pure, unadulterated, wonderful fear. So thats (should be that's = that is)

exactly what I did. 

 

It took a while to get things right and for everything to click, but now I get up excited for the

day ahead, knowing that I don’t have to suffer threw (should be through) a long commute to

get to work, knowing that I don’t have a boss to please or endless pointless meetings to attend,

and knowing that I get to write my life the way I want to write it… every single day. I used to

dream of working for myself, and now I get to live that dream. But it’s better than that – better

than I could possibly have ever imagined – as now I also get to help others acheive (should be

achieve) their dreams, whether that dream is writing their first ever book or changing their life

through writing. That is my purpose, the meaning I’d been searching for. And I created it

myself.

 



R E S O U R C E S :  W E B S I T E S /

S O F T W A R E

Proofreading, editing &

ghostwriting.
Writers & creatives for hire

Grammarly – grammar &

plagiarism checker

Writers & creatives for hire

Vellum – Book formatting

software for Mac users

Writing help, mentorships,

courses & more

Scrivener – Great writing

software

Find local groups such as

book clubs

Great grammar guide

Thesaurus.com
Dictionary.comGrammar help

Dupli Checker – plagiarism

checker

English Grammar 101

– grammar lessons
Online-spellcheck.com

http://www.colemanediting.co.uk/
http://www.fiverr.com/
https://www.grammarly.com/
https://www.upwork.com/
https://vellum.pub/
http://www.writetogetheracademy.com/
https://www.literatureandlatte.com/scrivener/overview
https://www.meetup.com/
https://www.quickanddirtytips.com/grammar-girl
https://www.thesaurus.com/
https://www.dictionary.com/
http://www.dailygrammar.com/
https://www.duplichecker.com/
https://www.englishgrammar101.com/
https://www.online-spellcheck.com/


R E S O U R C E S :  B O O K S
There are many, many books on writing out there, but here are some of my favourites – both on

the craft of writing and issues surrounding writing. I've linked each book cover to the book

listing on Amazon.co.uk, but obviously, these books are available from all good bookshops!

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Writing-Memoir-Craft-Stephen-King/dp/1444723251/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=stephen+king+on+writing&qid=1592921519&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bird-Instructions-Writing-Life-Canons/dp/1786898551/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=anne+lamott+bird+by+bird&qid=1592921552&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Story-Engineering-Character-Development-Construction/dp/1582979987/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=larry+brooks+story+engineering&qid=1592921595&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Healthy-Writer-improve-writing-Writers-ebook/dp/B0763XLK24/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=joanna+penn+the+healthy+writer&qid=1592921658&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/191259904X/ref=sspa_dk_detail_5?psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEzNjZCRUpQR0JXNkdFJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwMTc3MDg1ODBWNUpVRUZJVUtVJmVuY3J5cHRlZEFkSWQ9QTA5Njk3NTgzTkhXSFZZR1Y3U1c1JndpZGdldE5hbWU9c3BfZGV0YWlsJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ==
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Fiction-Unboxed-Publishing-Writing-Scratch-ebook/dp/B00OVHXEJW/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=fiction+unboxed&qid=1592921775&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B01081DQZ6/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_image?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Zen-Art-Writing-Ray-Bradbury-ebook/dp/B00Q28GYVS/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=zen+in+the+art+of+writing&qid=1592922667&s=digital-text&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Writing-Well-30th-Anniversary-Nonfiction-ebook/dp/B0090RVGW0/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=on+writing+well&qid=1592922723&s=digital-text&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.co.uk/


R E S O U R C E S :  P O D C A S T S
I love podcasts. You can listen to them when exercising, while out for your daily walk, or simply

when you're pottering around the house, doing chores and cooking. I've learned some great

things from these podcasts, so check out a few and see how you go.

https://www.waywordradio.org/
https://www.thecreativepenn.com/podcasts/
https://selfpublishingformula.com/spf-podcast/
http://annkroeker.com/podcasts/
https://www.quickanddirtytips.com/grammar-girl
http://www.hattiecrisell.com/in-writing-with-hattie-crisell-podcast
https://www.storystudiopodcast.com/
https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/the-writing-coach-podcast
https://indieauthormindset.com/
https://selfpublishingformula.com/spotlight/
https://writerfiles.libsyn.com/
https://storygrid.simplecast.com/


W R I T E  Y O U R  L I F E
Have you ever wished your life was a novel, and

that you were the brilliantly brave antagonist of

the book, overcoming your inner demons and

fighting the good fight in order to live  the life

you've always dreamed of?  Well, I'm here to tell

you that it is possible (more or less). After all,

what is life if not a blank book waiting for us to fill

each page with our own wonderful, thrilling,

magical story?

 

Write Your Life: The Ultimate Life Hack For

Achieving Your Dreams is all about waking up

tomorrow, looking at that fresh, blank page and

deciding to take control – deciding to be the

author of your own life. 

 

So, it's time to pick up the pen, take charge of

your destiny, and design your life – your dream

life. Find out more about the Write Your Life

method here.

C O N C L U S I O N
Thank you for reading this Write Together Academy ebook guide – I hope it’s been useful.

Whether you’re a first-time novelist or an author with multiple books under your belt, we all

make mistakes, and we never stop learning and growing. I’m certainly learning all the time,

reading books and websites on writing, listening to writing podcasts, and seeing how other

authors bring their stories to life. Writing is a certain kind of magic, and I hope the resources

and mentorships at the Write Together Academy encourage you to find your own magic

through storytelling.

 

You can check out the Write Together Academy website for more writing resources – including

our flagship book and mentorship programme, Write Your Life, where you can use our special

writing exercises to create a blueprint for achieving your dreams! 

 

So, what are you waiting for? Let’s get writing!

 

www.writetogetheracademy.com

admin@writetogetheracademy.com

Facebook | Instagram

 

www.colemanediting.co.uk

jess@colemanediting.co.uk

 

www.jessicagracecoleman.com

jessica.grace.coleman@gmail.com

https://www.writetogetheracademy.com/writeyourlifebook
https://www.writetogetheracademy.com/writeyourlife
http://www.writetogetheracademy.com/
https://www.writetogetheracademy.com/writeyourlife
http://www.writetogetheracademy.com/
http://www.facebook.com/writetogetheracademy
https://www.instagram.com/writetogetheracademy/
http://www.colemanediting.co.uk/
http://www.jessicagracecoleman.com/

